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Abstract—Abstract—Video-based object recognition faces the
problem of multi-view object variance, noisy conditions, and
limited computational resources. In our previous work, we intro-
duced a multi-view recognition approach with a compact global
image descriptor coupled with orientation sensor data. Since our
purpose is to run all computations in a handheld device, contrary
to more intensive deep learning approaches, now we investigate
the efficiency of our approach using a full representation image
model with KD-Tree indexing. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of our approach through three databases using noisy
images.

Index Terms—object recognition, view centered recognition,
orientation sensor, image retrieval, KD-Tree.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently used multilayer deep learning recognition ap-
proaches discover intricate structure in large data sets by using
the backpropagation algorithm to indicate how a machine
should change its internal parameters that are used to compute
the representation in each layer from the representation of the
previous layer. While there are such successful techniques for
object recognition in large databases [1], [2], these techniques
require tremendous performance regarding processing power
and memory.

In contrast we aim to research lightweight methods which
can run in embedded systems without high performance back-
end support. More conventional (not multilayer) methods focus
on the problem of local and/or global feature based object
recognition. While local feature descriptors represent an image
by multiple descriptors, sampled at different locations in the
image, global descriptors describe the image as a whole with
limited amount of data. The most important attributes of the
global approach is the relatively low computational power
needed for extraction, small size and less intensive comparison
in image search engines.

We are to find proper tools for the recognition of 3D objects
in noisy environments with handheld devices. We have chosen
a view centered recognition model where the compact color
and edge directivity descriptor (CEDD) [3] [4] is used for
visual comparisons. As we have already shown 3D orientation
sensors can enhance the performance of such approaches [5],
now we also show the effectiveness of KD-Tree structures
with a ranking method and give comparisons with previous
techniques.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

Without trying to make a comprehensive review of this
ever improving area we focus on some close selected pa-
pers. Handheld 3D object recognition is a difficult task due
to changing viewpoints, varying 3D to 2D projections, and
possible different noises (e.g. motion blur, color distortion).
In [6] authors created object models with the help of SIFT
points which are tracked from frame to frame. Video matching
is based on the comparison of every view of the query with all
components of the optimized models of candidates. While the
accuracy was about 83% in case of 25 objects, the complexity
can be considered still high. In [7] also SIFT points were
used as image features. The underlying topological structure
of an image dataset was generated as a neighborhood graph of
features. Motion continuity in the query video was exploited
to demonstrate that the results obtained using a video sequence
are much robust than using a single image. The ratio of correct
retrieval increased to 80% with the method from only 20%
of single image queries in case of 100 objects while the
complexity was not discussed. Video based object recognition
approaches can use thousands of views and thus can easily
suffer from high complexity. Kd-Tree is an efficient data
structure, established by Friedman, Bentley and Finkel [8],
and is often used for fast indexing and retrieval. In [9] authors
improved the Kd-Tree for a specific usage: indexing a large
number of SIFT and other types of image descriptors. They
also extended priority search to priority search among multiple
trees in a simultaneously way. In [10] parallel Kd-Trees were
explored for ultra large scale image retrieval in databases
containing dozens of millions of images. In our paper we
also use Kd-Trees, however, the number of candidate views
(typically below 100,000) does not require the use of such
multiple tree solutions.
In [5] authors introduced a novel retrieval mechanism using
the camera’s orientation sensors. Our paper is a step forward
to extend this model with tree indexing and candidate ranking
to find the best balance in retrieval rate and computational
demands.

III. THE PROPOSED VIEW CENTERED RECOGNITION

There are two main approaches for the recognition of
3D objects: object and view centered. In object centered
representations (e.g. structure from motion) object features
must describe the 3D structure. The main disadvantage of
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these methods is that they require the computationally complex
simultaneous camera calibration and 3D reconstruction.

We have chosen view centered representations, where the
outlook of the object is modeled from different viewpoints
with multiple 2D images so there is no effort taken to
reconstruct the 3D structure. The issue of choosing the
features to be extracted should be guided by the following
concerns: to carry enough information to distinguish images;
to be invariant to distortions; to be subject of fast and robust
comparisons. In our previous tests [11] we investigated
different types of descriptors in real-life circumstances:
MPEG-7 based methods (MPEG7 CLD, MPEG7 EHD,
MPEG7 SCD, MPEG7 Fusion); Local feature based
methods (SURF, SURFVW [3], SIFT ); Compact Composite
Descriptors [3] [4] (CompactCEDD, CEDD, CompactFCTH,
FCTH, JCD, CCD Fusion, CompactVW); and others (Tamura
texture descriptor, Color Correlogram and Correlation
(ACCC) [12], MPEG7-CCD Fusion [4]). While we know
that there are always newer and better global and local
descriptors [13], the selection of the most appropriate one
is out of focus of this paper. Based on previous quantitative
evaluations we have chosen the CEDD descriptor which
combines color and texture information of a rectangular
region in histograms in a vector of length 144. Texture
information of image blocks is modeled by classifying them
into six classes: non-edge, vertical, horizontal, 45-degree
diagonal, 135-degree diagonal and nondirectional edges.
Each class is described by 24 bin color histogram based
on fuzzy color selection. For more details about CEDD see [3].

In our model we have not only one but several CEDD
descriptors of the objects extracted from different viewing
directions. In each case the object is located in the center
of the image while the elevation and azimuth can be varied
due to camera motion [5]. The similarity between two CEDD
vectors is efficiently given by the Tanimoto Coefficient [4].
Let qi be the descriptor of the ith view from the query and c j
be the descriptor of the jth view of a candidate. The Tanimoto
Coefficient is then:

T (qi,c j) =
qT

i c j

qT
i qi + cT

j c j−qT
i c j

(1)

where qT
i is the transpose vector of the descriptor qi. In case of

absolute congruence of the vectors, the Tanimoto coefficient
takes the value 0, while in case of maximum deviation the
coefficient tends to 1. Please note, that we need a modified
Tanimoto distance to achieve rough rotation invariance:

T R(qi,c j) = min
roll

T (qi,roll ,c j) (2)

where roll ∈ 0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦ and qi,roll means that orientation
specific texture classes are shifted with some positions within
the CEDD vector.

Our basic Full Representation (FR) recognition approach
with Kd-Tree indexing is outlined in Figure 1. Object knowl-
edge database contains several views of all known objects with

the extracted CEDD vectors. For all object views we build
only one Kd-Tree where the leaf nodes contain a number of
similar views of possibly different objects. Given a set of query
CEDDs (generated from multiple views in the query sequence)
we travel the tree to its leaf node and measure the Tanimoto
Coefficient between query’s CEDD and all views found there,
generating a limited length (e.g. l = 4) retrieval list.

Figure 1. Summary of the proposed method (see text for details).

That is we have a sequence of retrieval lists, one for each
query view, containing candidate object labels. Now, for each
candidate, occurring in any of the lists, we compute the
accumulated rank. If an object is not on a list it gets rank
l +1. The candidate object which has minimum accumulated
rank is chosen as the result of the search.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Databases

We have three datasets: The first is our small database (sUP)
including 16 objects (fully 3D-shaped) like some types of
toy cars, headset, books, coffee cups, stapler, plastic bags,
computer mouse, pens. Between 44-73 views per object were
captured from the same elevation but from different azimuth
leading to approximately 900 images. Image sizes and side
ratios varied a lot as shown in Figure 2. The second database
is the COIL-100 database [14] including 100 different objects,
where 72 images of each object were taken at pose intervals
of 5◦. The third one is the ALOI database [15] including
1000 small objects, where 72 views of each object were
recorded by rotating the object in the plane at 5◦ steps (Figure
2). The query dataset is composed of 10 randomly selected
images of each object, strongly distorted with motion blur
or additive Gaussian noise. We used the built-in function of
Matlab imnoise with standard deviation sd = 0.012 to generate
additive Gaussian noise and made motion blur by fspecial
with parameters len = 15, and angle θ = 20 degrees. Some
examples of the queries are shown in Figure3.

B. Retrieval Performance

The purpose of the tests were to see the hit rate and
the running time of the FR approach compared to other
approaches introduced in [5]. The method labeled ”Image”
used a sequential full search of all views of the queries. The
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Figure 2. Object examples. Top: sUP, middle: COIL-100, bottom: ALOI
databases.

Figure 3. Noisy and blurred query examples from the three databases.

candidate with the lowest average Tanimoto Coefficient was
retrieved as the matching one. The method ”Multi-sensor”
used only the first view of the query to run a full search
among candidates, other views of the query were matched to
the appropriate pair of the candidates based on the difference
in orientation. Multi-sensor method showed similar hit rate
while giving 2-3 times speed up in case of 8 query views [5].
For recent tests a Samsung SM-T311 tablet equipped with
Android 4.2.2 Jelly Bean, 1 GB RAM, and ARM Cortex A9
Dual-Core 1.5 GHz Processor was used. For each test database
there are separate graphs for motion blur and Gaussian noise
illustrating the hit rate vs. the number of frames in the query
(see Figures 4, 5, and 6). We can observe that the FR
method outperforms the previous approaches in all cases as the
number of query views reaches a certain value. This value is
typically lower for Gaussian noise than for motion blur. Figure

Figure 4. Average hit rate for strong motion blur (top) and additive Gaussian
noise (bottom) for the sUP image set.

Figure 5. Average hit rate for strong motion blur (top) and strong additive
Gaussian noise (bottom) for the COIL-100 image set.

7 illustrates the average running time (based on 10 queries)
of the different retrieval methods in case of sUP giving no
doubt about its efficiency. Please note that the extraction of
the CEDD descriptors, which is about 0.4 sec on the mobile
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Figure 6. Average hit rate for strong motion blur (top) and strong additive
Gaussian noise (bottom) for the ALOI image set.

Figure 7. Average running time of the three methods for the sUP image set.

platform, is not included in these data.
Finally, Figure 8 illustrates the average running time (based

on 10 queries) of the FR retrieval method in case of two sets.
Even if the number of possible objects is high (100) and 7200
views are considered, we can apply the FR approach below 8
seconds for 8 queries proving the feasibility of the approach
for lightweight tools in noisy conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

Our motivation is to create a multi-view object recognition
technique that is capable to achieve real-time recognition of 3D
objects with handheld devices. To achieve our goal we already
investigated the use of sensor fusion and now tested Kd-Tree
indexing of global image descriptors. The realistic evaluations
showed that increasing the number of views, resulting in better
hit rate but also requiring higher computation power, can

Figure 8. Average running time for the FR image search.

be handled if motion sensors and/or tree indexing is used.
In future we plan to combine the information fusion with
indexing techniques to achieve even better results.
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